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Indeed the fear of discomfort is the
main reason, at least for me in the
past, to step beyond our self-made
cage. Almost all people have fears of
one kind or another.
I remember once I asked a group
of managers to draw themselves. One
person drew a sad face chained to a
post. Later on, almost everyone else,
after seeing the picture, also identified
him/herself as being chained to
something, be it a big mortgage, their
family, their job, etc. But people like
Mushashi constantly pushed the
envelope and went beyond himself
to live on the edge—the boundary
between one’s own comfort zone and
the infinity outside.
It seems that what Mushashi learned
from his other teacher, the Buddha,
was to have a clear intention—the
vow, and to let go, to surrender to the
consequences of walking the vow. The
Buddha taught us to generate a big vow
or intention, and then we should act
in our daily life in accordance with the
Six Paramitas namely; giving, holding
precepts, patience, vigor, samadhi, and
prajna. Each of these Six Paramitas
is a way to help us to surrender
something.Giving—surrendering
things we like, especially the ego;
holding precepts—surrendering desire
and anger; patience—surrendering
anger; vigor—surrendering laziness;
samadhi—surrendering randomness or
sleepiness; and prajna—surrendering
holding onto any kind of thoughts
or mental models, surrendering form
as well as emptiness, or the idea of
opposites.
By holding a clear intention while
letting go to live on the edge, we might
end up loving the edge because it
points the way to freedom!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (The End)
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o this sense of oneself as identity with the body, with the conditions that
one is experiencing, needs to be looked at and observed, not just to be
suppressed or dismissed. My own experience of monastic life involved training
in Thailand, learning to speak Thai, learning the Thai tradition and culture,
adjusting to different climate and different cultural expectations and to a totally
different way of living within the strict boundaries of the vinaya. Of course this
brought up the sense of oneself very strongly, my American background, my
views, my opinions, my emotions that would be set off, triggered by the various
restraints or frustrations of early monastic life. The genius of the teacher, Luang
Por Chah, was always his ability to direct my attention to look at what I’m
actually feeling, to be able to witness and observe this sense of myself and my
belief in what I’m thinking, my attachment to views and memories.
The American cultural conditioning of course has very much developed
a sense of uniqueness, of being special, identity with being an individual,
with being assertive and demanding rights and very strong views of feeling
of independence. And “my life,” “my world,” “what I think,” and “what I
want” are very much encouraged within the American cultural conditioning as
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I experience it. So this strong sense of
individuality and self was very much
reflected in the monastic life as I lived
it in the Thai forest monastery in the
beginning because that wasn’t how I
could operate. I could not feel free to
operate according to my own views,
opinions, a kind of demanding special
privileges for myself. I began to witness,
to observe, to be this Buddho, seeing
the conditioning of the mind, the ego
or the personality as it manifested in
my way of living within the structures
of that Thai forest monastery.
Now the mantra Buddho is a
reminder of a being knowing of
this personality, not a critic, it’s not
a judgmental analysis of me as a
person or my good or bad habits but
a recognition, a knowing that this
personality is a creation which I’ve
become habituated to and which
sustains its seeming reality through
attachments and identity with these
particular impermanent conditions.
It’s this abiding in this awareness, this
Buddho, this knowing of the condition
as a condition (so in this way) you’re
actually seeing the personality in
terms of Dhamma. It is sankara. It is
a condition that arises and ceases. This
is the kind of knowing, of Buddho,
knowing Dhamma rather than me as
a person knowing all about my past or
my personal problems and relating to
them through analyzing or believing
that they’re really mine.
This self is very much dependent
on language and attachment to
concepts and to memories. This is also
witnessed in meditation.What we call
Vipassana meditation is looking into
the nature of conditioned phenomena,
to see it as impermanent, not as some
kind of permanent self or soul that
one is stuck with. It is also seeing
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phenomena in terms of their nature
as change, knowing they give no kind
of satisfaction in the long run. Our
personalities and emotional habits are
always going to be failing us in some
way or another. There is always some
form of frustration or suffering from
attachment to this sense of oneself,
through the conditioned sense of
self. And then also we have this sense
of anatta or non-self. We begin to
awaken to the reality of non-self -- that
what seems very strongly, very much
myself, what I really am, is merely a
condition arising, ceasing, and it has
no substance, no essence in itself, but is
merely a changing phenomenon. That
which knows this, which observes, is
the refuge that one is taking in Buddho
or the refuge of the Buddha.
Then the investigation, this
Buddho, the awareness, awakened
consciousness of the sense of oneself
as a person, as a personality, as an
individual, as a physical body, as a
man or a woman, as a Buddhist or
Theravadan or Mahayana Buddhist, as
a good or bad person or an American
or Chinese or whatever, all these
conditions, all these memories and
attitudes are created out of human
ignorance. They are not in themselves
anything more than empty phenomena.
When we begin to see this and we let
them go, we begin to lose interest
and no longer feel we need to sustain
these illusions that we’ve created out of
ignorance. We can release our hold on
these illusions so that we become more
aware of the reality of the Dhamma
which is always present; it’s never
separate but maybe is never recognized
or fully appreciated until one lets go of
this sense of me as a separate person.
Now this investigation of the ego,
the self, or the personality is not done

from some theory or some concept but
a direct observing of our own sense
of self. This created sense of me as a
separate person, that which is aware
and is observing, that which knows this
condition in terms of Dhamma, knows
it as a condition changing, knows it as
not-self, then, is this reality of Buddho
or awakened, attention in the present
moment that in all Buddhist traditions
offers refuge.
In Theravadan Buddhism we
always take refuge in the Buddha.
We chant in Pali “Buddham saranam
gacchami” which means I take refuge in
the Buddha. So this is the real refuge.
This is not just a ceremonial recitation
but it is practical, immediate and
effective as we begin to see through the
illusions of cultural conditioning, of
our personality, of our own emotional
habits, the way we are so identified with
and believe in what we feel and our
loves and hates, our fears and desires,
our jealousies and so forth. We really
can totally believe in these emotions
as our realities but as we begin to
recognize our true refuge in Buddha,
then that illusion of our emotional
habits becomes apparent in terms of
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ጟ࣍۞נߠݺኙߪ᧯ऱ։
ܑ֨Δ۞աऱტ࠹Ꮑ
ࠩᣂ֊Δۖլ౨ᚘ૰ࢨዣီΖ
ڇݺഏנ୮Δᖂ߷㠪ऱ
ߢΕ֮֏ΕଢΕհሐΔᝫ
ڶፖၴৰլٵऱᣤݹ৳س
ΔຟᖿದݺৰൎऱߠݺΖଶנ
୮ழᖂᣤऱ⁕Δ֨խᝫ
ڶމტΔۖݺऱભഏહནΕݺ
ߠऱᨠ࢚Εტൣຟ࣋ՀΖݺऱ
ஃॳ׀ৌ९۔Δ౨؏چᨃݺ
ᨠᅃࠩ৸ፂխऱߠݺΔ֗אኙᨠ
࢚ಖᖋऱചထΖ
ભഏ֮֏᜔ਢڇൎ֏ߠݺΔ
ݺᗑԫྤԲΔࠆᦞڶԺΔ֗א
ڶൎ௺ऱᗑمრᢝΖڇભഏ֮֏
હནՀΔԳଚॺൄቔᚐቝψຍਢ
ݺऱسΕݺऱΕݺऱუ
ऄΕݺऱޣωհᣊऱუऄΖଶ
נ୮ڇഏཤࣥխسழΔݺऱ
۞ݺრᢝৰൎΔڂאݺছլਢ
ຍᑌመֲऱΖݺլ౨۞چڇਊ
۞աऱუऄመֲΔڂ࣠ڕຍ
ᑌ༉ਢڇޣᦞԱΖڇഏཤ
ࣥڝೃᛩቼխΔړݺᨠᅃΔᖂ
ডॲΔᨠᅃسխᅝ࢚֨س
ದΕݺച।հહ৵ऱڂᒴΖ
ডॲຍࡃਢଡ༼ᙌΔ
ᨃݺଚᎁᢝ۞աऱଡࢤΔ،լਢ
ޅڇေࢨ։࣫ݺଡԳࢨړᡏΖਢ
ᨃݺଚኘᤚࠩଡࢤਢԳଚא
ൄΔڂചထۖߠݺᎄאኔڶऱ
ྤൄڂᒴऄΖڜ۰࣍ডॲΔڜ۰
࣍ᤚᅃຍԫऄΔݺଚڕאױኔኘ
ᤚࠩࠃઌऱڂᒴΔటشإ۵ऄࠐ
堚۞աऱଡࢤѧѧਢڶऄΕ
سڶᄰऱڂᒴऄΖຍਢԫጟডॲ
ऱᎁवΔਢऄऱᎁवΔۖլਢᎁ
व۞ڶաຍଡԳѧѧᛵᇞ۞ա٤
ຝऱመࢨװଡԳംᠲΔࠀຏመ։
࣫ല۞աፖຍࠄᜤᢀದࠐΔࢨृ
ઌॾຍࠄຟటਢڶࢬݺऱΖ

ຍଡߠݺፖߢΕᄗ࢚Εಖ
ᖋऱചထᣂএॺൄയ֊Δᅝ
ழݺଚᄎࠩຍԫរΖࢬᘯփᨠ
༉ਢຘڂᒴऄऱࢤᔆΔஔ
ࠩ،ଚऱྤൄࢤΔஔࠩ،ଚլਢ
Գଚചထऱ߷ጟਁൄߪ֨ኔ᧯Ζ
փᨠՈאױᨃԳஔࠩࠃढ᧢೯
լࡺऱࢤᔆΔڼڂլ౨Գٚ۶
९ՆऱየߩΖ
ݺଚऱଡࢤΕტൣΕክ
᜔ᄎլឰऱڇਬࠄֱ૿ݺଚ؈
ᆵტΖചထ࣍۞ݺऱტᤚΔߠݺ
ຍԫڂᒴऄΔ༉ԫࡳൄൄᄎڶ
މტΖ൷ထݺଚᄎრᢝࠩྤݺΔ
ᤚஔࠩኔઌਢྤݺऱΖ߷ጟࠐ
ൎ௺ऱߠݺΔլመਢسᄰऱڂ
ᒴऄΔڶءኔ᧯Δਢጟ᧢
೯ऱઌΖ߷ଡڇᨠᅃԱवऱᤚ
ࢤΔ༉ਢઅࠉ۵ழऱઅࠉΖ
ᅝݺଚᤉᥛߒՀװΔຍ
ଡডॲΕᨠᅃࠩߠݺΕଡࢤΕۥ
ߪΕߊՖΕՕ՛ଊΕԳΕ༞
ԳΕભഏԳΕխഏԳຟਢڂ
ᒴऄΔࢬڶຍࠄಖᖋᨠ࢚ຟਢࠐ
۞ԳᣊऱྤࣔΔຍࠄွຟਢ़
ऱΖஔࠩຍរ৵Δݺଚ༉ኙ،ଚ
؈װԱᘋᔊΔኙຍࠄࣔྤ۞נऱ
֤ွΔլ٦უक़ԺၦװঅఎΖᖂ
ᄎ࣋Հ،ଚΔኙऄऱኔઌ᧯ஔ༉
ףԱΖۖऄऱኔઌਢਁةऱΔ
ൕآᠦၲመݺଚΔڶ܀ᅝ࣋Հ
۞ݺრᢝழΔݺଚթ౨ᤚࠩڶ
ຍԫךࢨࠃڃ։᧯چஔࠡփොΖ
ߒߠݺΕଡࢤຍԫመ࿓Δ
ࠀլਢᔾᖂࠄᓵΕᄗ࢚༉Օפ
ګܫԱΔຍऴ൷ኙ۞ݺऱტᤚ
ᨠᅃթ۩Ζ۞ݺଡ᧯ऱტᤚΔ،
౨ജᨠኘࠃढΖڂشᒴऄࠐᨠᅃ
،Δஔࠩ،ਢྤൄΕྤݺऱΔᅝ
Հຍᨠᅃ༉ਢডॲࢨᤚஔΔറࣹ
ڇᅝՀຍԫࠥऱኔઌΔՈਢࢬڶ
۵ඒࡲࢬ༼ࠎऱઅࠉΖ

তႚ۵ඒխݺଚ᜔ਢઅ
ࠉ۵Ζ֣֮ܓBuddham
saranam
gacchmiऱ რ ৸ ਢ  ݺઅ ࠉ ۵ Ζ ຍ
ਢటإऱઅࠉΔլਢԫጟݮ
ڤΔۖਢኔشΕऴ൷ڶயऱΖᨃ
ݺଚኙ֮֏ڂᒴΕଡࢤΕტൣΕ
ክΕფΕஎ᥈ΕඨΕ݊
ݲΕᎽᡶޓ堚ᄑΖݺଚ
መװᎁຍࠄຟਢݙ٤టኔऱΔ
ױਢᅝݺଚၲࡨवሐڕ۶టإઅ
ࠉ۵৵ΔՂ૪ऱ֤ွΕტൣΕ
ክΔڇऄऱ૿ছຟ᧢堚堚ᄑ
ᄑΖ،ଚຟਢࠉࠡڂהᒴۖسऱ
ᒴದऄΔࠡխڶኔ᧯Δةڶ
ਁऱփ୲Εਢࠉࠡڂהᒴۖژ
ڇऱΖᅝຍࠄᒴᄰԱΔຍࠄࡳ
ऱტൣΔ۞ݺტᤚՈ༉؈ԱΖ
รԲଡઅࠉਢऄΔ֣֮ܓ
Dhammam saranam gacchmi Δრ
৸ਢݺઅࠉऄΔতႚ۵ඒխຟຍ
ᑌഀΖኔᎾਢᎅݺଚઅࠉኙኔ
ᎾઌणτኔઌΔڕኔυऱᤚஔΖ
ངߢհΔऄਢኔઌΖ༉અࠉటኔ
ࢤΖຍլਢ֨ڇխ൷گᏖ壀യ
ढᔆΕ౨ၦΖऄ༉ڇณছΔڇᅝ
ՀΖݺଚᔾᤚᅃডॲΕሒᐰࠐᎁ
ᢝኔᢞऄΖডॲΕሒᐰਢ່ڶრ
ᆠऱࠟଡဲΔ،ଚא᧢ޏࠐشױ
Հ壆ڍൕݺขسऱംᠲΕݺऱ
ΕݺऱუऄΕݺऱംᠲࠐ۞ष
ᄎΔլֆؓΖᝫڶൕ! ߪߠ։
ܑ֨ขسऱ۞ !ݺრᢝΖփ֨ڶԱ
ডॲΔሒᐰΔݺଚאီߠݺ
ऱ֤ွΔኙڂᒴΔመװऱڃᖋΔ
۞աፖኙᛩቼऱტൣຟԱΖ
ڂ౨ڕኔ૿ኙΔݺଚ༉լ٦։
ܑചထڂᒴऄΔڂᒴᙟழ᧢ڇΖ
ݺଚፖ،ଚᣂএᎁᢝᤚஔΔۖ
լ٦ਢ࣍נኙფᐩऱചထΖ
؆ԫଡᡶݺଚߠऄΔ
ࠩኔွऱॺൄחԳಮऱം
ᠲΔ༉ਢኙ৸უመ࿓ΕߢΕಖ
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Dhamma. They are conditions that
arise according to other conditions.
There is no substance to them. There
is no eternal essence. They are merely
conditions that are dependent on
other conditions for their existence.
When those conditions are gone, then
that particular emotion, sense of self,
drops away.
The second refuge then is the
Dhamma.
“Dhammam
saranam
gacchami”- I take refuge in the
Dhamma. Though this is a traditional
chant that Thervadan Buddhists
recite, the reality of this recitation is
taking refuge through awareness to
the reality or the way it is. In other
words Dhamma is reality. It’s not
some kind of mystical substance or
energy that we might conceive in our
minds, but it’s here and now present.
We recognize and realize Dhamma
through awareness, through Buddho
and Dhammo. These two words are
most significant words in changing the
perspective from the self view, which
is my world, what I think, and my
problems due to the problems of the
society, the unfairness and injustices
I’ve been subjected to and so on, and
the way we can analyze and create
a sense of self through this sense of
personal identity. With the Buddho
and Dhammo inside, we see through
that illusion of me as a separate entity
and lose our interest in the conditions,
the memories of the past, or our own
feelings, personal feelings in regards
to the world around us. We no longer
identify or feel the inclination to attach
to these conditions because we’re seeing
them in terms of what they really are.
They’re conditions changing. Our
relationship to them is recognizing
and knowing and realizing their true
nature but no longer attaching to them
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out of fear or desire.
Another very blinding problem
which obstructs our seeing Dhamma
or knowing reality is our strong
conditioning and attachment to the
thinking process, to the language and
memory. This we begin to observe
through meditation. Through insight
meditation, we incline our attention
to the thinking process itself. In
other words, we do not think about
Dhamma or operate from ideas or
views or theories or doctrines about
Buddhism or Dhamma or anything of
that order, because that’s all part of the
language, the conditioned phenomena
that we have acquired. Language is
something that we acquired after
we were born. In this knowing of
language, of the thinking process,
these pronouns I, me, and mine,
knowing that these are conditions, we
begin to observe that language itself
is a function of the mind. We usually
try to experience life through analysis,
through conceiving, through theories,
through ideals, through this sense of a
self, through our attachment to views,
opinions, prejudices, and biases that
we’ve acquired, through our social and
cultural conditioning. However, now
we begin to recognize that the way of
practice, the way of purity is through
this awareness, and then the thinking
process seems no longer something to
attach to or believe in. It’s not to be
rejected, but to be used for pointing,
for reminding ourselves to awaken and
to cultivate this way.
The third refuge in the Buddhist
religion is “Sangham saranam
gacchami”, taking refuge in the Sangha,
which is those who are practicing the
Dhamma, those who are cultivating
the Way, the Middle Way, majjhima
patipada. And of course this Middle

Way is recognized and seen as not some
kind of vague ideal that one might hold
to in one’s mind but it is the reality
of now, the awakened consciousness
seeing things. It is awakening to reality
and being capable of responding,
acting, speaking in the society that we
live in a skillful and beneficial way. So
the awakened individual, the awakened
human being, is a great blessing to the
universe and society, because these are
rare opportunities in the world now.
The political and economic problems,
endless wars, environmental problems,
pollution, overpopulation, seem to
be almost unsolvable in terms of our
scientific thought patterns, our own
cultural attitudes, or even our religious
ideals. We need this awakened
awareness to reality to be able to
resolve the conflicts that we experience
within ourselves and also generate
great possibility for the resolution
of conflicts on a wider scale. In the
Buddhist tradition, actually being born
as a human being is the most significant
birth of all the possibilities for being
reborn in all the different realms, even
the most fortunate heavenly realm. It’s
always the human realm that is highly
regarded because within this realm
as human beings, with these kinds of
bodies, we have this opportunity to
awaken to the real and to cultivate our
lives in a way that is a blessing, not
from any personal views or identities
as a personal blessing, but the reality
of blessing through awakening to the
reality that we’re always with but that
most human beings do not recognize
or appreciate.
The interest in Buddhadhamma
has increased so much in countries like
this one, which fifty years ago really
had no understanding or appreciation
for any form of Buddhism. All over the
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ᖋऱൎ௺ചထΖᅝݺଚଥழᄎ
࿇ຍԫംᠲΖଥփᨠழΔݺ
ଚክറࣹ࣍৸უመ࿓ߪءΖང
ߢհΔլਢڇଥփᨠΔۖਢڇ৸
ፂ۵ऄΕڇᄗ࢚ᓵհᣊऱࣟ۫
ՂࠐװΖຍຟਢ֮ڗऱԫຝ
ٝΔਢڂᒴऄΔ֮ڗਢݺଚ৵֚
ᖂࠐऱΖ৸უመ࿓Εψݺωຍଡ
ဲຟਢڂᒴऄΖᎁᢝࠩຍរΔᅝ
ݺଚ༉ஔ֮ࠩߪءڗਢጟ֨ऱ
೯Δ૿ኙسլᚨഗ࣍։࣫Ε
უ࢚ΕᓵΕߠݺΕኙᨠ࢚ऱച
ထΕೣߠΕषᄎ֮֏હན৵
֚ऱࣟ۫Δ༉ᄎ࿇ଥ۩堚ऱ
ᤚஔհሐΖਝլ٦ചထ࣍৸უመ
࿓ΔՈլඈ؞Ιਢش،ࠐਐق
༼ᙌݺଚࠐᤚஔΔࠐଥ۩Ζ

ᛵवऄऱਢ۵Δ൷Հࠐਢ
ቖΖ۵ඒ㠪รԿଡઅࠉѧѧψ
Tbohibn! tbsbobn! hbddibnjωઅ
ࠉቖΖቖਢਐଥऄΕଥሐΕଥ
խሐऱԳΖᅝྥխሐࠐړቝਢ
ଡᑓᒫऱᨠ࢚Δࠡኔ،༉ਢᅝՀ
ऱኔઌΖᤚஔऱრᢝᨠኘࠃढΔ
ᤚஔࠩኔઌΖ
ڶ౨Ժڶ؏ऱຏመ۩
ፖߢΔ۞ڇաسऱၴΔኙ
ฒسܓڶנ墿֘ᚨΖࢬאᤚஔ
ृऱנኙࡶڙΔኙਢጟ؎
Օऱ壂ΔڇՂຍጟᖲᒴբ
ᆖৰ֟ԱΖਙएᆖᛎംᠲΔྤጐ
ऱᖏࠃΔᛩቼۆംᠲΔԳՑመ

ໍΔຍࠄؿએشઝᖂᨠ࢚Ε
֮֏۟ࡲඒ࢚ࠐΔຟ༓
ྤऄᇞެΖݺଚᏁᤚࢤࠐ᧯
ஔࠩኔઌΔຍᑌ༉ױᇞެ֨խऱ
ᓢડΔٵழՈᇞެޓՕᒤऱ
ᓢડ໌ທԱৰړऱයٙΖࠉ۵ඒ
ࠐΔԳֺהࠡڇسሐຟڶრ
ᆠΔ۟ຟመֺڶՕ壂ऱ֚
ሐΖૹီԳߪΔਢڂຍᑌऱۥ
ߪᔞ࣍ٽଥ۩ΔᤚஔኔઌΖመଥ
ሐऱسਢጟ壂Δຍլਢ۞נ
ਬଡԳऱᣂរΖڂݺଚᤚஔࡌ
ᔡऱኔΔ༉ࠩࠐ۞ኔऱ壂
Δױ൦ՕڍᑇԳءլवሐΔ
Ոլੴ൦ຍጟڂᒴΖ
Գᣊኙ۵ऄऱᘋᔊፖֲଟ
ᏺΔຑભഏຟਢԫᑌΖۖնԼڣ
ছΔຍ㠪ऱԳ
ኙ۵ऄءլ
ᚩΔኙٚ۶۵
ඒֱ૿ऱࣟ۫
ຟශྤᘋᔊΖ
ڇ٤ຟ
ຍᑌΔൕᑛ
Εতભ່ࠩ
ೣऱഏ୮Δ
᜔ڶၲࡨᙌᤚ
ऱԳΔהଚ
ኙ۵ऄڶᘋᔊԱΖࠡ࣍ڇڂ۵
ඒऱᗑଅΔᤚஔհሐ၌။Ա
ࡲඒॾٛΕ֮֏Εࢨٚ۶ڂᒴΔ
Ո၌။ԱײվࡲඒΕᑛࠅॺԳጟ
հܑΖᤚஔհሐൕԳሐԵ֫Δሎ
شբᆖࠩऱԳߪΕԳ֨ࠐࣔػ
ऄΔᛵᇞኔઌΖࢬڇאᅝזΔቝ
ભഏຍଡ֏זऱഏ୮Δኙ۵ऄ
ऱᘋᔊ။ࠐ။ᖺΔຍਢଡړ٢
ᙰΖᖂ۵լਢᎅՕ୮൷࠹ԫጟ
ᄅऱࡲඒΔࢨॾ᧢ޏٛګ۵ඒ
ஈΖᖂ۵ଥऱؾऱਢᤚஔΔ
լၙۖسԳऱڂᒴΔ堚ࣔ
ػऄΖۖຍଡؾऱΔኙ࣍࣍ૻݝ
ଡԳ֮֏Εඒߛࢨࠡהٚ۶යٙ

ऱԳۖߢΔຟਢլױ౨ሒګऱΖ
۵ඒਢ۔ײऱΔࠡ܀փ୲থլײ
۔Ζ۵ඒࢬऱംᠲΔਢൕԳ
ᣊנழದ۟վԫऴڇژऱΖຍ
ࠄംᠲ༉ਢԳᣊऱેΕ֤ᤚΕച
ထΕჟᡴڕ֗א۶ൕխᇞๅΔᤚ
ஔᎁ堚ኔઌհሐΔຍ༉ਢऄऱԺ
ၦΖ
ݺᤚվ֚բᆖᝑլ֟
ԱΔტਁኔऄஃݺխ
֮Δᨬᓾܓੌהऱխ֮Ζ༓ڣছ
ڶݺԫڻՈუᖂխ֮Δઌॾהվ
֚ऱڶ؈ᎄΖݺৰᘋԾ
ࠩڃᆄ۵ৄΔ֏ՂԳڇழΔ
ڇຍ㠪ऱᆖᖵݺఎՀৰڍ༭ݶ
ऱڃᖋΔݺՈᝫಖףՂԳಳ
৸ऄᄎΖݺಱפٻᐚழΔ᜔ਢݱ
լԱՂԳΖݺڇഏ۰ࢬऱ۵ோ
ՂΔ༉ڶՂԳऱઌׂΖ
ݺ٤֨٤რچಱפٻᐚᆄ
۵ৄࢬڇڶஆऱנ୮ฒΕڇ୮ࡺ
ՓΖݦඨ܃ଚ࿇ဆ༼֨Δੴ൦۵
ॲऱݎऄΔ۵ऄॺൄڶயΔॺൄ
టኔΔݦඨړړۯٺଥሐΖ࣠ڕ
ڶԳီ۵ඒࡲඒᏚڤΕ֮֏փ
୲ࢨചထ࣍ڤݮΔݺଚᅝྥՈᨬ
ᑜΖױਢ࣠ڕլ౨టऱઅࠉ۵Ε
ऄΕቖΔ߷ᖂ۵ೖఎڇഀΕ
ᄗ࢚ऱᐋڻՂΔ߷܃լ౨ࠩట
ऱᇞๅΖԫࡳല۵ΕऄΕቖփ
֏ڇΔګઅࠉѧѧ۵Δڕኔ
ᛵवటઌΔᛵवߪ֨ऱ़ࢤΖ
ԳڇΔۖլ٦࢚֨ऱسسᄰ
ᄰࢬಮ༝Ζॺൄტᖿվඡ࠹ᝮᇿ
ۯٺᝑ༓ᇩऱڂᒴΔݺ٤֨٤
რچಱפٻᐚՕ୮Δݦඨۯٺ
ຟ༭ݶΕൈΕפګΖݦඨڇຍ
ԫسᅝխΔຟᄎᢞ۵ऄΖ
ᛁ࡙ڰޗयЯඌમᗞć
ຍଡംᠲൄڶԳംݺΖڇ
ֱ۫ΔڍԳᎅದଥሐຟړቝৰ
ᄕΔਢঅ࢚إΔࠡהᏖ
ՈլΖڇڇஆऱۯٺΔڍڶ
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world this is happening, in European
countries, in South America, even
in the most remote countries in the
world. The reason for this is because
of this unique style of the Buddha, this
way of awakening which is not about
religious beliefs or doctrines or cultural
attitudes or conditions of any sort. It’s
not about old-fashioned or modern
religions. It’s not about Europeans
or Asians or Africans. It’s about the
human condition, using this human
birth, this human consciousness for
awakening and for understanding
Dhamma or reality. This is why at this
time, in a modern country like the
United States, this growing interest
in Buddhadhamma is a good sign
because it’s not about adopting some
kind of new religion or trying to
convert people to become Buddhists.
The aim in Buddhist meditation is
to awaken and to fulfill one’s life as a
human being, to be able to see clearly
and understand the Dhamma in a way
that we can’t possibly understand from
the limitations of cultural conditioning
or personal education or any other
conditioning whatsoever. This is an
ancient teaching but it’s not about
ancient time. It’s about the human
condition that’s always existed from
the first human being to the present.
The human condition of suffering,
its delusions, its attachments, its
ignorance, and a way to free ourselves
from those delusions, to awaken to
what is real and true which we call the
Dhamma.
Now I think I’ve said enough
at this time. I appreciate Venerable
Heng Sure’s translations. He always
impresses me with his fluent Chinese.
I tried to learn it once years ago and I
also trust that he’s not giving the wrong
translation. Also I appreciate coming
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back to the City of Ten Thousand
Buddhas. I have many happy memories
living here, staying here when the
Venerable Master Hsuan Hua was alive.
I remember attending his funeral and
I always share the merit and goodness
of my life with his memory. I have his
picture on my shrine in my dwelling
place in England.
I give all my best wishes and
blessings to the Sangha here at the
City of Ten Thousand Buddhas, the
monastic Sangha, and to the laypeople
that come here, to encourage and
try to inspire you to really appreciate
this marvelous teaching of the Lord
Buddha. It is a teaching that is very
effective, very powerful, very real and
I encourage people to cultivate, to
develop this way because Buddhism
just as a religious ceremony or just
seen in terms of cultural identities
and attachment to ceremonies, while
it is also to be praised and admired, is
not liberating. We must actually apply
these refuges in Buddha, Dhamma,
Sangha, not just on a chanting level or
conceptual level. We must internalize
them, be that refuge, Buddho, the
knowing truth the way it is and
being the human individual it is,
empty, living in the world but no
longer deluded, no longer identified
by the delusions that arise and cease
in one’s consciousness. So I give you
all my best wishes and blessings and
express my gratitude for being invited
to address you this evening and may
you all be happy and well, prosperous,
and successful. May you all realize the
Dhamma in this lifetime.
[Ajahn Sumedho responds to a
question.] This is a question often
asked of me because many times
to people in the West, the way one
talks can sound like a kind of passive

resignation that you don’t do anything
but just be mindful. Many people here
assume that what I’m saying is that we
just lose interest in the world and take
a passive observing role. That’s not it;
even though that might sound like
what I’m saying, that’s not what I mean.
What I’m pointing to is a very engaged
relationship to the world, to see it in
terms of Dhamma, and then to be able
to respond to the worldly conditions
that we experience wisely. We’re not
caught in just personal reactions of
like and dislike. The more mindful
we are, the more the wisdom faculty
starts operating through our responses
to specific conditions, injustices or
whatever in the society around us, so
that our responses are appropriate and
skillful and adequate to that particular
condition in the moment. This allows
us to have a spontaneous responsibility
to the moment rather than just
bindingus to a kind of passive state of
awareness that one might assume.
(The End)

֟ԳᦫԱࢬݺᝑऱऄΔᄎᤚݺ
ଚਢቧΔފዝԫଡᄕᨠኘ
ृऱߡۥΛຍਢᙑऱΔࠐᦫࠌܛ
ৰቝਢݺᎅऱΔ߷܀լਢݺऱء
რΖشऄࠐ૿ኙΔڶཕᐝچ
ᚨኙΔტ࠹ࠩၴڂᒴΔࢬݺᎅ
ऱຍጟԳፖၴऱᣂএਢ৫࡚
ދԵऱΖݺଚऱ֘ᚨࠀլ࠹ଡ
Գऱړ༞ૻݝΔ࢚إऱ࿓৫ለ
ழΔݺଚऱᐝ༉ຏመრᢝ֘ᚨ
ࠐנԱΖኙࡳऱڂᒴΔլֆሐ
ࢨٚ۶षᄎᛩቼΔݺଚຟ౨؏
چΕ৾ࠩړچנᔞ࣍ٽᅝՀ
ڂᒴऱ֘ᚨΖຍᑌऱଥ۩ࠌݺଚ
ኙᅝՀऱຟਢ۞ྥ۞࿇چದԱ
ຂٚΔۖլਢ؆Գუቝऱ߷ጟ
ᄕࠃणኪΖ
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